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Introduction

To understand the principles of information processing in the brain, we depend
on models with more than 105 neurons and 109 connections [1]. These networks
can be described as graphs of threshold elements that exchange point events.
From the computer science perspective, the key challenges are to represent
the connections succinctly and to transmit events and update neuron states efficiently. We present the Neural Simulation Tool NEST (www.nest-initiative.org,
[2]), a neuronal network simulator which addresses all these requirements. To
simulate very large networks in acceptable time and with acceptable memory
requirements, NEST uses a hybrid strategy, combining distributed simulation
across cluster nodes (MPI) with thread-based simulation on each computer.
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Network Representation and Update

Conceptually, NEST represents the network as a list of nodes. Nodes are either
neuron models, devices for recording and stimulation, or sub-networks and are
assigned to one of NVP virtual processes, using a simple modulo algorithm [3]. A
virtual process (VP) is a POSIX thread that lives in one of NMPI MPI processes.
Each of the processes contains the same number of threads, NThrd . Device nodes
are created for each virtual process to allow parallel data i/o. This is particularly
important for device nodes that have to deliver large amounts of data to their
targets. To balance the load of all virtual processes, neurons are only created on
the virtual process they are assigned to. On all other virtual processes, they have
light-weight proxies. Each node or proxy only stores the subset of connections
that reach nodes (but not proxies) on the same virtual process. Thus, the network
connections are also distributed, while cache problems are reduced to a minimum.
NEST evaluates the network model on an evenly spaced time-grid ti := i · ∆,
where ∆ is determined by the shortest transmission delay in the system. At each

point, the network is in a well-defined state Si . Starting at an initial state S0 ,
a global state transfer function U(S) propagates the system from one state to
the next, such that St+∆ ← U(St ). As a side effect of U(St ), nodes create events
that must be delivered to the target nodes after a delay that depends on the
connection. The network model in NEST is evaluated by executing the following
algorithm:
1: t ← 0
2: while t < Tstop do
3:
parallel on all VP do
4:
deliver all events due
5:
call U(St ) for all nodes
6:
end parallel
7:
exchange events between VPs
8:
increment network time: t ← t + ∆
9: end while

The optimized data structures used for communication are described in [3].
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Results

We demonstrate the performance of NEST, using a benchmark simulation of a
large biological neural network model. We show that NEST scales supra-linearly
for different combinations of threads and MPI processes.
On a cluster with 96 processor cores in 24 compute nodes and a central
Infiniband switch we achieve real time with a network of 105 neurons with 109
synapses. On this architecture, the MPI Allgather function performs better than
the CPEX algorithm [4]. We are now investigating how different implementations of Allgather influence the performance of our multi-threaded/distributed
communication scheme.
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